
CONCENTRATION IN 

CULTURAL TRANSMISSION 
AND HERITAGE STUDIES 

A new concentration for students completing honours degrees with:

CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN ART AND CULTURE (STAC) 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND 

TOURISM STUDIES (GEOG-TOUR) or the
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY (HIST) 

 

The Centre for Studies in Arts and Culture at the Marilyn I. Walker School of 
Fine and Performing Arts, the Department of History, and the Department of 
Geography and Tourism Studies share knowledge and know-how!  
 
The Concentration in Cultural Transmission and Heritage Studies welcomes 
students wanting to engage in cross-disciplinary curatorial projects as well as gain 
insight and knowledge in intersecting fields exploring arts and cultural heritage. 
 
Interested students will successfully complete the following courses as part of the 
academic work leading to a BA (Honours) in Studies in Arts and Culture, History, 
Geography or Tourism and Environment: 
-two credits from STAC 1F98, 2P93, 2P94, 3P01, 3P96, 3P99, 4F40, 4P01, 4P68, 
4P72 
-GEOG 1F90, or TOUR 1P91 and 1P92 
-one credit from GEOG 2P03, 2P06, 3P45, 3P70, 3P86, TOUR 2P30, 3P93 
-one credit from HIST 1F90, 1F92, 1F95, 1F96, 1P50, 1P94, 1P95 
-one HIST credit numbered 2(alpha)90 to 3(alpha)90 
 

2019-2020: A Year in Green! 
Faculty and students’ highlights: 
 
 
History (HIST): A historical garden
 
What roles have gardens played across time and cultures? What can gardens 
tell us about the past and about the societies that tended them? Two Brock 
University Honours History students, Kaylin Currie and Goran Irandost, sought to 
answer these questions as part of a directed research course entitled ‘Historical 
Gardening’. From May to August 2019, the students researched, designed, planted 
and grew a historical garden of their choice in the Brock University Community 
Garden, and throughout the summer they wrote about their gardening 
experiences and research on Instagram and the Brock University Faculty of 
Humanities blog. Kaylin chose to recreate a medieval monastic garden featuring 
medicinal herbs, vegetables, and flowers. Goran grew a ‘Victory Garden’ similar to 
ones that were popular in Canada and the United States during the Second World 
War. At the end of the summer, Kaylin and Goran gave a tour of their gardens 
and a short presentation of their research findings to members of the Brock 
community and the general public. 
 
You can read about Kaylin’s and Goran’s adventures in historical gardening here:  
brocku.ca/brock-news/2019/08/students-grow-history-in-campus-garden/ 

http://brocku.ca/brock-news/2019/08/students-grow-history-in-campus-garden/ 


Centre for Studies in Arts and Culture (STAC): An exhibition  
Each year, STAC organizes cultural events involving students. These events address different aspects of cultural production and invite 
students to engage in experiential learning and professional practice. In 2019-2020, one of these events was the art exhibition Imagined 
Urban Gardens, Rodman Hall Art Centre, St. Catharines, ON from 30 January to 1 March 2020. For this project, different activities were 
conducted by different students in STAC: visit of Rodman Hall, talk with curators, creative-writing workshop, professional writing, group 
work and organizational skill-building, interviews, and the opening reception, of course. Students in Visual Arts contributed the artworks. 

Below is the Didactic Panel for the exhibition, followed by a creative-writing text displayed on the walls: 
 

Imagined Urban Gardens also reflects on today’s global warming and how we could live in the future. We dream of green spaces 
and pleasantly warm cities. Students in Visual Arts and Studies in Arts and Culture envision in text and image what could be in a 
livable world.  (Curators: Catherine Parayre and Shawn Serfas)  

 
Garden: A sentimental stance against destruction / An illusion of clouds announcing immensity / A public space for the 
modern person / A sorted floorspace / A confrontation / A cybernetic landscape / The imagery of gypsum / Containment 
and precise placement / A placeholder or an aesthetic decision / A light on things that like to hide / Geometrical shapes / 
A fantastic destination / A forged landscape / An understanding of architecture / Available light / Gardens here at Rodman 
Hall / How do we make what’s left behind beautiful? 
(Authors: Esther Brown, Mackenzie Campbell, Riley Cousins, Jordan Fabian, Hannah E. Garrick, Sydney Hayward, Taylor Lott, 
Alacia Michaud, Rajeny Sahota, Harvind Sekhon, Karlee Sutton, Jessica Turk) 

 
Please watch the YourTV Niagara video spotlight about this exhibition featuring interviews with the artists and curators: 
https://youtu.be/tfJNDCrHcxM     
To discover students’ work, including work for Imagined Urban Gardens, please have a look at the catalogues published in STAC’s peer-
reviewed online journal found at: journals.library.brocku.ca/index.php/ti 
ti< offers STAC students the possibility to publish their work in its yearly issue at the end of each academic year. A good way to finish the 
year on a professional note and add a line to one’s CV.
 
Geography / Tourism Studies (GEOG/TOUR): A course project Interpreting your Ordinary Life 

Based on the course material, choose one place of your daily life and offer a critical examination of it. You may want to consider 
exploring a place based on relationships of power or resistance. The completed essay should be about 10 pages long. 
Make sure that this place is one that you can visit. You likely want to spend some time observing both the material space and the ways 
in which people use it / value it. Thus, for example, if you were looking at a green space, you might want to have a good look at how 
the space is organized, at what sort of things give clues as to why such a place exists / is valued. Please be sure to think about power 
relationships. What kinds of discipline / resistance do you encounter? 

1. You will need to do some reading. You will not find much about the any particular green space. However, you might find a fair bit about 
parks or gardens and their respective meanings through the library. Again, the point is to be creative in how you search. You may even be 
able to find literature that helps you directly. I am pretty sure that you would be able to find a decent literature on, for example, gender 
and gardening. Take notes on your readings. 

2. Once you observed and read, start to organize your observations with the material that you have gleaned from the academic literature. 
This will start to help you build an outline for your paper. Thus, for example, if you are looking at green space and gender you might have 
noted that women are gardening while men take care of lawns. Use what you find to back up your observations. However, be sure to 
address anomalies. Is there resistance to patterns you observe? What can you say about this? Is there material from the literature that 
helps you understand this? 

3. Remember that your paper should have an argument. Thus, and using the example above, I can imagine a sentence(s) that looks like: 
“Most homes have green spaces around them. However, the ways in they are cared for seems to be distributed by gender. In this paper, I 
shall argue that this difference can be explained by exploring gendered divisions of household labour.” 

4. Formatting and referencing styles are up to you (as long as you are consistent). I would prefer it if you double space your papers. 
Please use first person were appropriate. 

5. Use graphs, charts or photographs. Be sure to reference anything that you did not create. Also, be sure to integrate your images into 
your text. If you use an image refer to it in your text (e.g., … See Figure 1) and then locate it near where you reference it. Do not put 
images into an appendix. 

brocku.ca/miwsfpa/stac/ Contact: Catherine Parayre, cparayre@brocku.ca  
brocku.ca/humanities/history/ Contact: Maureen Lux, mlux@brocku.ca 
brocku.ca/social-sciences/geography/ Contact: Virginia Wagg, vwagg@brocku.ca  

https://youtu.be/tfJNDCrHcxM
http://youtu.be/tfJNDCrHcxM 
http://journals.library.brocku.ca/index.php/ti 
http://brocku.ca/miwsfpa/stac/
http://brocku.ca/humanities/history/
http://brocku.ca/social-sciences/geography/

